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The Rowland Universal Dementia Assessment Scale: A Multicultural Cognitive Assessment Scale.  
(Storey, Rowland, Basic, Conforti & Dickson, 2004).  International Psychogeriatrics, 16 (1), 13-31 

 
Date:  ____/____/____           Patient  Name:  ________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Item  Max 
Score 

Memory   
1. (Instructions)   I want you to imagine that we are going shopping.  Here is a list of grocery items.  I would 
like you to remember the following items which we need to get from the shop.  When we get to the shop in 
about 5 mins. time I will ask you what it is that we have to buy.  You must remember the list for me.   
Tea, Cooking Oil, Eggs, Soap  Please repeat this list for me (ask person to repeat the list 3 times).  (If person 
did not repeat all four words,  repeat the list until the person has learned them and can repeat them, or, up to a 
maximum of five times.) 

  

   
Visuospatial Orientation   
2. I am going to ask you to identify/show me different parts of the body. (Correct = 1).  Once the person 
correctly answers 5 parts of this question, do not continue as the maximum score is 5. 

  

   
(1) show me your right foot  …….1  
(2)  show me your left hand …….1  
(3)  with your right hand touch your left shoulder …….1  
(4)  with your left hand touch your right ear …….1  
(5)  which is (indicate/point to) my left knee …….1  
(6)  which is (indicate/point to) my right elbow …….1  
(7)  with your right hand indicate/point to my left eye .……1  
(8)  with your left hand indicate/point to my left foot …….1  
  ..../5 
Praxis   
3.  I am going to show you an action/exercise with my hands.  I want you to watch me and copy what I do.  
Copy me when I do this . . .  (One hand in fist, the other palm down on table - alternate simultaneously.)  Now 
do it with me:  Now I would like you to keep doing this action at this pace until I tell you to stop - 
approximately 10 seconds.  (Demonstrate at moderate walking pace). 

  

Score as:   
Normal                    = 2   (very few if any errors; self-corrected, progressively better; good maintenance;   
                                         only very slight lack of synchrony between hands) 

  

Partially Adequate  = 1   (noticeable errors with some attempt to self-correct; some attempt at  
                                         maintenance; poor synchrony) 

  

Failed                      = 0   (cannot do the task; no maintenance; no attempt whatsoever)   
  ..../2 
Visuoconstructional Drawing   
4.  Please draw this picture exactly as it looks to you (Show cube on back of page). (Yes = 1)   
Score as:   
(1)  Has person drawn a picture based on a square? …….1  
(2) Do all internal lines appear in person’s drawing? 

 

…….1  

(3) Do all external lines appear in person’s drawing? 

 

…….1  

  …./3 
Judgment   
5. You are standing on the side of a busy street.  There is no pedestrian crossing and no traffic lights.   
Tell me what you would do to get across to the other side of the road safely.  (If person gives incomplete 
response that does not address both parts of answer, use prompt: “Is there anything else you would do?”)  
Record exactly what patient says and circle all parts of response which were prompted.        
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

  

Score as:   
Did person indicate that they would look for traffic? (YES = 2;YES PROMPTED = 1; NO = 0) …….2  
Did person make any additional safety proposals?     (YES = 2;YES PROMPTED = 1; NO = 0) …….2  
  …./4 



   
 
Memory Recall 

  

1.   (Recall)  We have just arrived at the shop.  Can you remember the list of groceries we need to buy?  
(Prompt:  If person cannot recall any of the list, say “The first one was ‘tea’.”  (Score 2 points each for any 
item recalled which was not prompted – use only ‘tea’ as a prompt.) 

  

Tea   …….2  
Cooking Oil …….2  

Eggs …….2  
Soap …….2  

  …./8 
Language   
6. I am going to time you for one minute.  In that one minute, I would like you to tell me the names of as 
many different animals as you can.  We’ll see how many different animals you can name in one minute.  
(Repeat instructions if necessary).  Maximum score for this item is 8.  If person names 8 new animals in less 
than one minute there is no need to continue. 
 
                                1.  ………………………………..     5.  ………………………………….. 
                                2.  ………………………………..     6.  ………………………………….. 
                                3.  ………………………………..     7.  ………………………………….. 
                                4.  ………………………………..     8.  ………………………………….. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  …./8 
TOTAL SCORE = /30
 
 
 
 
 
 


